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Abstract 
In this paper we give a new process called vectorial isotopy, in order to classify the 
eight-dimensional real quadratic flexible division algebras, and we solve the isomorp- 
hism problem. © 1999 Published by Elsevier Science Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 
An algebra A over a field Kis called a division algebra if, for all nonzero x in A, 
the operators Lx : y H xy ,  Rx : y ~ yx,  are invertible in the associative and unital 
algebra EndK(A). It is well known [5] that an associative finite-dimensional real 
division algebra is either N, C or the Hamilton quaternions real division algebra 
H. Bruck and Kleinfeld [4] proved that an alternative finite-dimensional real 
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division algebra is either associative, or the Cayley-Dickson octonions real di- 
vision algebra O. One of the fundamental results about finite-dimensional real 
division algebras, proved by Kervaire [8] and Milnor-Bott [3], states that if the 
real space ~" possess a bilinear product without zero divisors, then n = 1, 2, 4 or 
8. However, the determination of all finite-dimensional real division algebras 
remains an open problem even in dimension 4 (see [l] for two-dimensional case). 
Our work has its origin in [9], where Osborn established the basis of quadratic 
algebra theory, and determined all quadratic four-dimensional real division al- 
gebras and a particular class of quadratic (non-alternative) ight-dimensional 
real division algebras. Next, with the use of Kervaire-Milnor-Bott's result, 
Benkart, Britten and Osborn [2], reduced the determination of flexible finite- 
dimensional real division algebras to noncommutative Jordan ones. In [6], it was 
proved that  noncommutative Jordan finite-dimensional real division algebra ,4 
is quadratic, and if it satisfies the identity (x,x,  Ix, y])=0,  it is alternative. In 
particular, ifA is a Jordan algebra, then A is either R or C. I fa noncommutative 
Jordan finite-dimensional real division algebra A satisfies the Osborn property 
(that is two elements not in the same subalgebra of dimension two generate a 
four-dimensional subalgebra), then A is either ~, C, H (;~) or O(;/; )~ c ~ - {½} 
[10]. In [7] we gave a process which generalizes the Cayley-Dickson one, and 
allows us to determine a new family of quadratic flexible eight-dimensional real 
division algebras, which contains trictly the algebras obtained from E by mu- 
tations and Cayley-Dickson processes: (E_I,~(H(~)))(F'); 2, # E ~ - {½}. But this 
does not suffice to determine all of them [11]. Here we prove firstly, the existence 
of a four-dimensional subalgebra for such an algebra, we give secondly a new 
construction method of real quadratic flexible division algebras of dimension 
n ~> 2 from a given one called vectorial isotopy, and with the use of the first result 
we establish the main result. All quadratic flexible eight-dimensional real divi- 
sion algebras are obtained from O by this process. We give also a necessary and 
sufficient condition for the isomorphism of two such algebras. 
2. Notations and requirements 
Definition 2.1. Let A be an algebra over a field K of characteristic zero and 
ct C K. We denote by A (~) the a-mutation of A, i.e. the space A with product: 
x.~y = ~xy+ ( l -  ~)yx; x ,y  E A. If x, y, z are elements of A, [x,y] is the 
commutator xy-yx ofx  and y, and (x ,y ,z )  the associator (xy)z-x(yz)  o fx ,  y and 
z. A is said to be flexible if it satisfies the identity (x ,y ,x )  = 0. The algebra A is 
called noncommutative Jordan if it is flexible and satisfies the identity 
(x 2, y, x) -- 0. The algebra A is said to be quadratic if it contains an identity 
element 1 and if l, x, x 2 are linearly dependent for all x in A. A quadratic and 
flexible algebra is a noncommutative Jordan algebra. A quadratic algebra A is 
said to be a Cayley algebra if there exists a multiplicative involution - over A, 
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such that x + ~ and x~ are both in K. 1 for all x C A. A symmetric bilinear form 
(3 over A is called a trace form if (ab, c) = (a, bc) for all a, b, c in A. We denote 
by (xl,... ,x,) the subspace of A spanned by x l , . . .  ,x, E A. 
It is well known that a quadratic K-algebra A is obtained from an ant i -  
commutative one, (V, A) and a bilinear form (,) over V : A = K • V with its 
natural K-space structure and product (~+x) (~+y)= (=/~+ (x, y ) )+ (c~y 
+[3x+xAy) .  We denote also by (,), the bilinear form: A ×A--+K (~+x,  
~+y)  ~ ~ + (x,y), and call it the associated bilinear form ofA.  (V,A) is 
called the associated anti-commutative algebra of A, its elements are called 
vectors and those of K scalars. We denote A by (V, (,), A). 
The following preliminary results are useful. 
Lemma 2.2 [9]. Let B= (V, (,), A) be a quadratic K-algebra. Then 
1. B is a Cayley algebra if and only if (,) is symmetric, 
2. B is flexible if and only if (,) is symmetric and the following equivalent state- 
ments hold, 
(i) (,) is a trace form over B; 
(ii) (,) is a trace from over (V,A); 
(iii) (x A y, x) = 0 for every x; y in V. 
Lemma 2.3 [9]. Let A = (V, (,), A) be a quadratic K-algebra with the property 
that the subalgebra generated by any nonzero element is a field. Then the 
jbllowing statements are equivalent 
1. A has no zero divisors; 
2. A contains no three-dimensional subalgebras; 
3. Jbr any two linearly indepen&mt vectors x, y of A, the vectors x,y, x A y are fin- 
earl), independent; 
4. there do not exist two linearly' independent vectors x,y of A such that x A y = x 
o rxAy=O.  
Remark 2.4. In Lemma 2.3, the fact hat the subalgebra generated by any 
nonzero element is a field does not imply the absence of zero divisors in A. 
Indeed, the quadratic algebra H (j/2) has zero divisors, and the subalgebra 
generated by any nonzero element is either ~ or ©. 
3. Vectorial isotopy 
Definition 3.1 (Generalization of the Cayley-Dickson process). Let (B,-) be a 
Cayley algebra over K, and 7', ~, 6 E K. Then the K-space B x B with the 
product: (x, y) (x', y )  = (x.~x' + ~,,~y; yc'+y'x + ½ 6 iV, 3:]) is a Cayley algebra over 
K [7]. We denote it by E,:.~,6(B) and call it the generalized Cayley-Dickson 
extension of (B , )  of index (7', ~, 3). We denote by Ev,~(B ) the algebra E;.I6(B). 
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Remark 3.2. In [7] we showed that the real algebra E_I,6(H) is a quadratic 
flexible algebra nd that is a division algebra if and only if 161 < 2. In [11], we 
gave an example of a real quadratic flexible division algebra of dimension 8not 
obtained from ~ by mutation and generalized Cayley extension processes. 
We introduce now the Vectorial isotopy process. Let (V, A) be a (nontrivial) 
finite-dimensional real anti-commutative algebra, (/) a negative definite sym- 
metric bilinear form over V and q~ an automorphism of V. We put 
xAy = W(q)(x) A ~0(y)); x,y E V, where q~* is the adjoint automorphism of q~, 
and denote by (V, (/), A), (V, (/), A) respectively, the real Cayley algebras 
constructed from the anti-commutative algebras (V, A), (V, A) and the sym- 
metric bilinear form (/). 
Proposition 3.3. (V, (/), A) is aflexible division algebra if and only tf(V, (/), A) 
is' a flexible division algebra. 
Proof. If (V, (/), A) is flexible, then (/) is a trace form over (V, A) and for every 
x,y E W we have: 0 = (q)(x) A q~(y)/q)(x)) =- (~p*(~0(x) A q)Cv))/x) = (xAy/x) i.e. 
(V, (/),A) is flexible. If, moreover, (V, (/), A) is a division algebra, then the 
property (iv) of Lemma 2.3 is satisfied by the algebra (V, (/), A) as well as by 
the algebra (V,(/),A) taking into account he trace property of (/). Then 
(V, (/), A) is a division algebra. The converse is similar taking into account 
that:xAy=(~o*)-l(q)-l(x)Aq)-I(y)) for all x,y E V. [] 
Remark 3.4. 1. We shall say that the algebra (V,(/),A) is obtained from 
A = (V, (/), A) and the automorphism ~p by vectorial isotopy and enote it by 
A@). This notion of vectorial isotopy is an equivalence r lation in the class (6=; 
n/> 2 of n-dimensional real Cayley algebras, whose real space V = ~,- i  of 
associated vectors is provided with the same negative definite symmetric 
bilinear form (/). Moreover, for an algebra A in ~, and ~o, 0 automorphisms of 
the associated space of vectors we have (A(~o))(0) = A(~p~k). 
2. The real quadratic flexible division algebras of dimension 2 and 4 are 
obtained respectively from the real algebras C, H by vectorial isotopy. Indeed, 
the four-dimensional real quadratic flexible division algebras are the mutations 
H {;) of H where 2E~wi th2¢~andwehave  H (~') = ~(~0) where ~pis the 
homothesy (22 - 1)Iv of the real space V of vectors of H. Moreover H !;-) ~ H(~) 
if and only if ). = / l  or 2 = ! - ¢t [10]. 
Note 3.5. IfA = (V, (/), A) is a quadratic algebra nd fan  automorphism of the 
space V, then the mapping f :A - - ,A  given by ot+uHe+f(u) ,  
(c~ E K, u E V) is an automorphism of the space A, which we call the natural 
extension of f to A. 
We obtain the following results. 
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Proposition 3.6. Let A and B be two real Cayley algebras in cff~ and let f be an 
automorphism of the real space V. Then 
1. A and B are isomorphic if and only if the), are isometrically vectorially 
isotopic; 
2. f E Aut(A) if and only if A(f) = A and f is an isometry of the Euclidian ,space 
(v,-(/)). 
Proof. 1. If g:A = (V, (/), A) --~ B = (V, (/), A) is an algebra isomorphism 
then for all x, yCA,  we have (x /y )+g(xAy)=g((x /y)+xAy)=g( ,~v)  
= g(x)g(y) = (g(x)/g(y)) +g(x) A g(y). It follows that (g(x)/g(y)) = (x/y) 
and g(xAy) = g(x) A g(y), i.e. g is an isometry of the space A, which is the 
natural extension of an isometry g0 of the Euclidian space (V,-(/)). Moreover, 
xAv = gol(go(x) Ago(y)) = g~(go(x) Ago(y) for every x,y E V, i.e. A = B(go). 
Conversely if A = B(h), where h is an isometry of the Euclidian space (V,-(/)), 
then the natural extension h of h to 0~ ® V is an isomorphism of the algebra A 
into the algebra B. 
2. Consequence of 1. [] 
Proposition 3.7. f : E-1,-a(H) --~ E L6(H) (x,y) ~-+ (x, -y) ;  6 C ~, is an algebra 
isomorphism, i.e. E-i,-6(~) and E La(R) are vectorially isotopic. 
Proof. f((x,y)(x',y')) = f((xx I -- fy;y~' + ix  - ½6~v',y]) = (xx' - ( -~' ) ( -y) ;  
( -y)U + (-) f )x + ½6[(-y'), (-y)]) = (x, -y)(x', -3/) = f(x,y)f(x' ,y ') ;x,y,x' ,y '  
EH.  [] 
Proposition 3.8. Let © = (V, (/), x) be the Cayley-Dickson real algebra and ~o 
an automorphism of V. We denote ©(~o) by (V, (/),A). Then O(~o) = 0 !/'and 
only if (o is an automorphism of ¢). 
Proof. The sufficiency of the condition follows from Proposition 3.6.2. We 
suppose, then, that O(~0) = O. We have xAy  = q~*(~p(x) × q~0')) =x  × y. If 
{xl , . . .  ,x7} is an orthonormal basis of V formed by eigenvectors of ~0~p* whose 
associated eigenvalues are respectively 2~,. . . ,  27, then 
1. )., > 0, 
2. (~p* (xi) / ~o* (x j)) = -2i6/j; 6,:/being the Kronecker symbol, 
3. q~*(x,) x W(xj) = ).,.2j~p*(x, x xi). 
We suppose i ¢ j,  then 
× x x / ) )  = ¢,*(x,) A ,p*(x, × x j )  = x x x , )  
= (2,2j) l(q/(x,))2~f(xj) (by 3.) = -2~-l~0*(X/) (by 2.), so that 
2ixi × ~0&(x, × x/) = -2~b0, i.e. ~o~o*(xi  xj) = (2~2/) Ix, x xj. 
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Consequently xi, xi × x~, . . .  ,xi × xi_j,x~ × xi+~,... ,xi × x7 is an orthonormal 
basis of V formed by eigenvectors of ~ocp* whose associated eigenvalues are 
respectively 
2i, (/~i~.~)-1 . . . ,  (2/,~i-i)-1 (~i2i+1)-1 . . . ,  (~,i/~7)-1. 
If k ¢ i, j we have 
~o~o*((x, × x~) × (x, × xj)) = (( ,~,~)- ' ( ,~, ; t j ) - ' ) - ' (x ,  × x~) × (x, × xj). 
If the eigenvectors x~ and xj × xk are not orthogonal to each other then they 
have the same associated eigenvalue and we have 2~ = (2j2k) -*. Ifxi and xj × xk 
are orthogonal, we have 
((x, × x~) × (~, × x~)/x~ × xj) : - ( (x ,x~)(x jx , ) /x~xj)  
since x~ × xk and x~ × xj are orthogonal. By the Moufang identity, we obtain 
((x, × x~) × (x, × x j)/x~ × x j) = - (x, (x~xj)x,/x~xj) : - (x, (x~xj)/x~ (x~j))  = - (x, 
× (Xk × xj)) since xg and Xk × Xj are orthogonal. Then the eigenvectors x~ × x~ 
and (xi × x~) × (x~ × x~) are not orthogonal (i.e. they have the same associated 
eigenvalue) and we have ((2i2k)-~(2i2~)-~)  =(2~2~) -~. In both cases: 
(2~,~/2k) ~ = 1 i.e. ~0q~* = Idv (by 1.), so that ~b is an automorphism. [] 
In what follows we shall denote f#~ for the automorphism group of O. 
Corollary 3.9. Let O = (V, (/), x) be the Cayley-Dickson real algebra and ~o, ¢ 
automorphisms of  the space V. Then 
1. O(qg) ~- 0 i f  and only i f  ~p ~ C7(~) (the orthogonal group o f  isometries o f  the 
Euclidian space ff~7), 
2. 0(~o) = 0(~)  i f  and only i f  ~o~t -l ~ (if2, 
3. O(~p) -~ O(~9) i f  and only i f  there exists g ~ C7(0~) such that qgg~ -~ ~ f~2. 
Proofi 1. ~b: O(¢p) -~ 0 is an algebra isomorphism. Conversely, there exists 
f EC7(~) such that O=(O( (p) )Oc)=O(qgf )  i.e. qgfEd:7(~). Then 
~p = (~of)f -I E C(;7(~ ) . 
2. ¢p¢-1 E ~2 ~=~ O(~0¢ -j) = O (by Proposition 3.8) ¢=~ O(~p) -- O 
((~oq,-')~,) : o(q, ) .  
3. O(~o) -~ O(¢) ¢=~ ~f  E (97(0~)/O(~o) = (O(¢)) ( f ) (by Proposition 3.6.1.) 
(= O(~9f)) ¢:=ez 3 f  E C7(l~)/~of-l~k -' E if2 (by 2.). [] 
The following result has great importance in this paper. 
Proposition 3.10. The real algebras E-l,~(~) where [~[ < 2 are obtained f rom the 
Cayley-Dickson real algebras O = (V, (/), ×), by vectorial isotopy. 
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Proof. By Proposition 3.7, we can suppose 6 ~> 0. Let 9{ 6]½, 1]; then the 
endomorphism q~ of V whose matrix with respect to the canonical basis 
~ = {e l , . . . ,  eT} given by 
(29{- 1)-' 0 (1 - -  9{2) 1/2 
(2~ - 1) -1 0 (1 - 9{2)b'2 
(29{-- 1)-' 0 (1 - c~2) '/2 
0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
~z 0 9{ 
~' 0 9{ 
~Z t 0 9{ 
where 9{'= (1 -~2)1/2(9{ + 1)-1(29{_ 1)-1, is an automorphism. We have the 
multiplication table of A = O(0): 
1 el e2 e3 £4 e5 e6 e7 
1 I el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 
el --1 fie3 --fie2 e5 --e4 --e7 e6 
e2 -1 flel e6 e7 -e4 -es 
e3 -1  e7 -e6  e5 -e4  
e4 -1 e~ e 2 e3 
e5 -1 - -e3 - -2e  7 e2+~e6 
e6 --1 --e~ --2e5 
e7 --1 
where f l=2(9{+1) -1 (2 , -1 )  -2>0 and 2=(4~ 2-1) (1 -cd)  1/2>~0. We 
consider next, the automorphism ~O of V such that M(q~,~)=diag 
{fl-1/3, fl-1/3, i~-1/3 fill6, f /6 ,  fll/6 f /6}. The multiplication table of the algebra 
A(qJ) = O(~pff) with respect o B is the same as that of the algebra E-1 a~(H) 
where 6~ = 2/~ 1/2 >~ 0. Moreover 62~ = 2(1 - 9{)(2~ + 1) 2 is a continuous func- 
tion of 9{, and strictly decreasing over [½,1]; by the intermediate value theorem, 
it takes all values of the interval [6~, lim,~j/> 62~[ = [0, 4[. [] 
4. Existence of a four-dimensional subalgebra 
Let now A = (W, (/), A) be a real quadratic, flexible division algebra, of 
dimension 8, so that the mapping (,): W x W --+ ~(x ,y )  ~ Ix, y) = - (x /y )  is a 
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positive definite trace form over W, which provides W with an Euclidian space 
structure (W, - ( / ) ) .  I f  u c W with u -¢ 0 we denote by W(u) the orthogonal 
sybspace of u in W and by ]]ut] the norm (u, u} 1/2 of u. We have the following 
preliminary results. 
Lemma 4.1. The linear transJbrmation L*~ : W ---+ W y ~-~ u A y is anti-symmetric 
with respect to (,) and induces a bijection f~: W(u) --~ W(u). Moreover, the 
symmetric linear transformation fff is negative definite with respect o (, }. 
Proof. The fact that L* is anti-symmetric is a consequence of the trace property 
of (/). For the same reason and by 4 of Lemma 2.3, L~, induces a bijection .fu of 
W(u) to itself. I f  yl E W(u) with norm one is an eigenvector of f2, whose 
associated eigenvalue 21, we have: 21 = 21 ]lYl I] 2 -- -(21yl/yJ) = 
--(u A (u Xyl)/yl)  = (u Ay l /uAy l )  = --I]u Ayl]I 2 < 0 (u Ayl is also an eigen- 
vector o f f  ff with the same associated eigenvalue). [] 
Lemma 4.2. f2 has at least three distinct eigenvalues. 
Proof. I f  y2 is an eigenvector o f f  2 with norm one, orthogonal to YL and u A YL, 
whose associated eigenvalue is 22, then the eigenvector u A Y2 is orthogonal to 
Yl and u Ay~. We construct hen an orthogonal basis yl,uAyl;y2,u Ay2;y3, 
u Ay3, of W(u) formed by eigenvectors off~ 2whose associated igenvalues are 
respectively 21,21;22 ,22 ;23 ,23 .  [ ]  
Note 4.3. The orthonormal eigenvectors yl,y2,y3 can be extended to an 
orthonormal basis of W(u) completed by the orthonormal eigenvectors 
Z 1 = (- -21) 1/2 u Ay l ,  Z2 = ( - -22)-1/2 u Ay2,  Z3 = (- -23) 1/2 u Ay3. 
Remark 4.4. I f  2 is an eigenvalue o f f  2 then the corresponding eigenspace E~ is 
of dimension 2, 4 or 6 and splits as an orthogonal direct sum of two- 
dimensional subspaces stable under f,,. 
Lemma 4.5. There exist two orthonormal vectors u0, Vo E W such that vo is an 
eigenvector of f2~o and uo is an eigenvector of f2 with the same associated 
eigenvalue. 
ProoL Let S be the unital sphere of W and H : S x S ~ N+ the mapping 
defined by H((x,y)) = Ilx Ay(I. H is continuous over the compact S x S then, 
there exist uo, vo E S such that [lu0 A v01 = sup H(S x S). According to Note 
4.3, there is an orthonormai basis yl,zl,y2,z2,y3,z  of W(u0) for which the 
matrix off~ 0 is 





0 --(--A2) 1/2 
(--22) 1'/2 0 
0 --  ( - - /~3)  1''2 
(--).3) 1/2 0 
where 2i < 0. I f  v = ~1 ~<i~<3 (aiy i AV biz~) is an arbitrary element of S, we have 
f 'o(v) = Z (a~(-2~)'/2z'~- bi(-2i)l/2y") and 
1~<i~<3 
II.£,(v)H 2 -- - ~ ;~,(a~ + by) <~ sup{-2 j l  ~< i~< 3)} Z (a2 + b~) 
1~<i~<3 1<~i~<3 
= sup{-2 , /1  ~<i~< 3)}. 
This shows that the max imum of  H is reached on the vector orE;, of  norm one, 
where -2  = sup{-~J l  ~<i~< 3)}. Indeed, let E be a two-dimensional subspace 
of E;, stable under f,o (4.4) and v0 = aioy, o + biozio a vector of  E of  norm one, 
then 
f,o (v0) = ( a i,, ( -2 ,  o ) l / 2z i,, _ b io ( - ~ ,o )1/ 2yio ) 
i.e. II.&(v0)ll 2 = -;.,o(a~, +b~o) = -X. 
Consequently, v0 is an eigenvector o f f ,  o, and the same considerations are valid 
for ,£,o-2 This establishes the first statement of the Lemma. Since 
liUo A vol] = -2 ,  the second statement is established as well. [] 
Remark 4.6. 1. In fact the max imum of H is reached on the compact 
v = {(.,  v) ~ s × Sl(u,v) = o} = s × sn  ( , ) - '{o},  
and we put M = supH(S  x S) = supH(U)  = IlUo A roll, m=infH(U)  = 
[[ui A vj [[ > 0, (ul, vl) E U. Then the subalgebra N[uo, Vo] of  A generated by Uo 
and Vo has a basis {l,uo, vo, uo Avo}, and is isomorphic to 
Ms ~,,2 l+~)  = H((b,21ii~,,,)) = H ((1/2)(1+'~t) . Analogously, one has ~[ul, vj] ~ . 
2. I f  (u,v) c U where u,v E 0~[Uo, Vo] then •[u,v] = R[uo, vo] ~ H ((1/2)ll+M)) 
i.e. [lu A vii -- M. 
The first proposit ion of the following theorem is one of our key results: 
Theorem 4.7. Let A be a real quadratic f lexible division algebra o f  dimension 8. 
Then A has a Jour-dimensional subalgebra. Moreover the fol lowing statements 
are equivalent: 
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1. A satisfies the Osborn property, 
2. Any two four-dimensional subalgebras of  A are isomorphic. 
Proof. According to the above notation, the subalgebra ~[u0, v0] is four- 
dimensional. We now prove the equivalence 1. ¢=~ 2.: 
2. ~ 1. The subalgebras ~_~((l/2)(l+M)) and ~-0 ((l/2)(l+m)) a re  isomorphic if and 
only i fm = M [10]. Thus for every (u, v) E U one has m = ([u A v(( = M i.e. the 
subalgebra ~[u, v] is four-dimensional. Then A satisfies the Osborn property. 
1. ~ 2. Let v = ~ <~i;3(aiyi + bizi) be a vector of A such that (u0, v) E U; 
then v and f~(v) (= ~l,<i~<3 2~(a5, + bizi))are linearly dependent because u0 
and v satisfy the Osborn property. Then f~, has only one eigenvalue, and we 
have M = I]uo A v0]l = ]]Uo A vii. Let now (u, v) c U; there exists 
v' o E W(u) A ~[uo, Vo] -{0} and u' o E W(v'o) f3 ~[u0, v0] - {0), which can be 
chosen of norm one, and one has m = IlUo A voll (by 4.6.2.) = Ilu A vo[I (because 
(u, v'0) E U) = Ilu/x vl[. Then ~[u, v] =~ ~l(,/2)(l+ul,. [] 
Remark 4.8. All real division algebras of dimension 8 which we have seen in the 
literature contain a four-dimensional subalgebra, but the existence of  a four- 
dimensional subalgebra for a real quadratic division algebra of dimension 8 
seems still an open problem. 
5. Classification of the eight-dimensional real quadratic flexible division algebras 
Let A = (W, (/), A) be a real quadratic flexible division algebra of dimension 
8 and B a four-dimensional subalgebra of  A. There is an orthonormal basis 
1,u;yj,zl of B, which can be extended, according to Note 4.3, to an ortho- 
normal basis ~={l ,U;y l ,z l ;y2,z2;y3,z3} of A such that uAy i=a iz i ,  
u/Xzi = -aiyi; i = 1,2,3 andy l  Azl = alu, where a~ are parameters > 0. Sim- 
ilarly there exist parameters 0~:, ~ j ,  n,/, %'k, fl~:, 7ok, ~/,jk, 2ok, #ijk;i,J, k E 
{ 1,2, 3}, such that 
Yi A yj = Oiju + Z (~ijkYk + fl,j~zk), 
1 ~<k~<3 
y, A z/= ~o,,u + ~ (~(:y~ + ~,::k), 
I~k~<3 
.r,. Az j  = TCijU q-- Z (2iikYk 4-~'7 kzk)" 
l<~k~<3 
The trace form property of  (/) and anti-commutativity of A shows that 7~: 
and p~: are alternative in i , j  and k, /~#k =--/~j~k = 7jk,, r/,~/k =--r/~kj = )o,~, 
Oij = 7t 0 = /~11 = qlli = 0, ~oii = ai and o)~i = 0 if i# j .  This reduces the pre- 
vious parameters to: 
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al, a2, a3, ~123, fl123, --fll32,/'1123, fl231, --71213,/'~312, ]2123, 
fl133, --/~212, --0313, g]223, --Y/323, fl122, --fl232, fl233 
which we denote respectively by 
a,b ,c ,  ct, fl, y,l~,2, rl, a, 6, v, Tt, p,O, eo,~*,O*,~o'. 
With respect to the basis M we obtain a first multiplication table of A, re- 
stricting us at the upper superior triangular part, in view of  the anti-com- 
mutativity property of A: 
1 u y j  z I Y2 z2 
1 1 u Yl Zl Y2 z2 
u - 1 azl -ay l  bz2 -by2 
Yl -1  au z~*z2 + ~Y3 4- fl23 --Tz*Y2 4- "~Y3 4- Pz3 
Z 1 --1 7ZZ2 + )'Y3 4- rlZ3 --Try 2 "}- tTy 3 4- (~Z 3 
Y2 -1  bu + 7r'y14- rtzl + O'y34- Oz3 




1 Y3 z3 
u cz 3 -- cy3 
Yl --~V2 -- 7z2 4- VZ3 --flY2 -- fl.g2 -- vy3 
Zl --frY2 -- tTz2 71- Pz3 --qY2 -- (~z2 -- PY3 
Y2 ~Yl + 2zl - O'z2 + ~o*z3 flYl + qz1 -- OZ2 -- ¢o*y3 
z2 7Yl + azl + O*y2 + ~oz3 I~yl + 6zj + Oy2 - ooy3 
Y3 -1  cu + vyj + pzl + co*y2 + agz2 
z3 -1  
We shall denote (yi;zi), i=2 ,3 ,  by Hi. I f  n'= (Tz*24-Tz2) 1/250, we put 
Y'I = n'- l(nYl -- 7t'z1) and z/1 = n'- l(n*yl + nzl).  Nowy~ and ~ are orthonormal  
and we have u A Y'l = a~,  u A ~ = -a~,  ~ A ~ = Yl A zl and Ly (/-/2) C//3.  
These allow us to suppose.' n* =0.  I f  0 '=  (0"2+02)  /z 50 ,  we put 
y~ = ff-I (0y3 - O*z~)_ and z'~. = O'-l(O*y3 + Oz3). Now y'3 and ~ are orthonormal  
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and we have u/~ y~ = cG, u A f3 = -c)/3, Y~ A z' 3 = Y3 A 23, and Ly~ (112) C 
(yl;Zl;Z'3). These allow us to suppose 0* = 0 and, for the same reason, ~0" = 0. 
Thus we reduce the multiplication table of A to 16 parameters (Table 1). 
Conversely, a direct computat ion shows that an algebra whose multiplication is 
given by Table 1, is quadratic and flexible. Later we shall need the following 
preliminary result: 
Lemma 5.1. if" v = 0, the conditions fly - ~It > O, fl~ - ~q > 0 and 72 - ~a > 0 
are necessary fo r  A to be a division algebra. 
Proof. We suppose A is a division algebra and distinguish two cases. 
Case 1: I f~  = 0, then/37 # 0 and it has: (flxu - cy~)(xy2 +y3) = (flbx 2 + cy)z2 
and (yxu - by3)(xy~ + y2) --- (] 'ax2 + bA)zl for each x E E. As the left-hand terms 
in the last equality are non-zero, the trinomials flbx 2 + c7 and 7~x: 2 + b)~ in x 
have negative discriminant, i.e. /qT,, 7'2, []2 = U2(flT)(27) are all positive. 
Case 2: I f  ~ # 0, we consider the automorphism q~ of W whose matrix with 
respect to the basis ~O={U;yl ,g l ;Y2,Z2;Y3,Z3} is 1-20u Je23-7~- le45  
-fia-~e67, and obtain the multiplication table of  A(q~) (Table 2) where 
/~ '=g- f lTe  J, a l=a-y2a  -1, q '=r / - f l2a  -1 and 
~' = 6 -- (Tq Jr- ):].l q- f16)~ 1 q_ 2fl7)~0~-2. 
As A(~o) is a division algebra, we have a '# 0. Moreover,  the equalities 
(XU -b Zl)(rY'y2 q- (bx q- ~)Y3) ----- ( bex2 + (bp Jr- 7rc)x -4- o"?l' q- top)z3, (xu + y t ) ( -az2  
+ bxy3) = (bex 2 - a/~')z3 and (xu +z2)  ( -a 'y l  + axy3) = (acx 2 + ~oox + a'p')z3 
hold for each x E E. As the left terms on the last three equalities are non-zero, 
the trinomials bcx 2 + (bp + nc)x + a'q' + rip, bcx 2 - ~ld, acx 2 q- O~o~x q- rill f in x 
have negative discriminant, i.e. []7 - a/~, fi2 - ~q, y2 - aa > 0. [] 
Note 5.2. According to Table 2, there exists ¢ E {1 , -1}  such that 
Ic¢[ = ec¢, [P'I =-ep ' ,  Irr' I =-e6 '  and Iq'l =-eq ' .  
Lemma 5.3. I f  v=n- - -O=O,  A is a division algebra i f  and only 
fl? - ~t#, fl)o - ~q, ?2 - ~a are all posit ive and c(~fi - tic; - 2p + ),q) 
+b(fl  7 - cq~)p 2 + a(fl)~ - ~r/)~ 2 < 4c(fl2 - ccr/) (pr; - 7c5). 
Proof. We suppose that A is a division algebra and istinguish two cases. 
Case l : a=b=c= 1. 
(i) I f  ~ # 0 we consider the automorphisms q~ (of Lemma 5.1) and the au- 
tomorphism ~, such that M(~9, ~0) = diag{ 1, q, q - i ,  r, r -l , s, s l}, where 
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We obtain the multiplication table of 
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q = _~- '  ((fl2 - ~r/)(72 - ~cr)) 1/'2, 
r = -~- '  ((/37 - ~/~)(72 - ~a)) I/z, 
= __ ]  ((/~,~ _ ~) (&  _ ~, ) ) , /2 .  
the algebra A, = (A(q~))(ff): 
1 u y,  z, Y2 z2 Y3 z3 
l 1 u Yl 








zl Y2 z2 Y3 z3 
-Yl  z2 -Y2 z3 -Y3 
U ~*Y3 Z3 --~*Y2 --Z2 
- I  z3 y3+6*z3 -z2+p'z3 --Y2 - -6*z2 - -P tY3  
-1 u ~*y, zj 
-1 zl +0)'z3 YI +6*zt - -dy3 
- I  u+p'z i  +0)'z2 
-1 
where 
~, = _~-2(& _ ~) ( /~ ,~ _ ~, ) (~ _ ~o)  < 0, p '  = -~n( ( /~; t  - ~,)(~;~ - ~G)) -v2 ,  
6" = -a36 ' (&  - ~t~) -~ (/~,t - ~) - '  (7;~ - a~) - ' ,  0)' = -~0) ( (&  - ~) (~,~ - ~) ) - , /2 .  
We consider finally the automorphism f of W such that M0 r, ~0)= diag 
{_(_~t,)l/6, (a,)- l /3 (_a,),/6, (c()-l/3, (_~,)1/6, (~,)-,/3 (_:~,)1/6}. We obtain 
the multiplication table of A2 = A,( f ) :  
1 u Yl zl  Y2 z2 Y3 z3 
1 1 u yj Zl Y2 z2 Y3 z3 
u -1 z! -Yi z2 -y2 z3 -Y3 
Yl - I  u Y3 --Z3 -Y2 
z I - I  -z3 -y3-~-~,z3 z2 -ptz3 
Y2 --1 U Yl  




Y2 - 6,z2 + p'y3 
zi 
-Yl + &zl + 0)% 
U - -  p~Z] - -  0)~z 2 
- ]  
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where 6. = (-~*)~/28". We put then e0 = u,e,  =y,.,ei+4 =-z i ,  i = 1,2,3, and 
obtain with respect o the basis 1, el, .., e7 the following table: 
1 el g2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 
1 1 el e2 e3 e4 e5 e6 e7 
el -1  e3 -e2 e5 -e4 -e7 e6 
e2 - 1 el e6 e7 -e4 
e3 -1  e7 - -e6+p'e7  e5+fo'e7 
e4 - I  el e2 
e5 - l -e3-8,e7 
e6 -1  
~7 
-e  5 
-e4 -p 'e5-0 Je6  
e3 
e2+p'e3+8,e6  
--el q-oJe3 -- 8,e5 
-1  
If p = oJ = 0, then A2 -~ E i,a,(H), and is a division algebra if and only if 
16,[ < 2 [7]. So 
62, < 4 ¢:::::> ~48t2(fl',~ - 0~/2) 1(f12 - :~1) - I  (7,~ " _ ~o. ) -1  < 4 
(:~28 -- (Trl + )4t + flry)O~ + 2fla')') 2
< 4(//7 - aU)(fl2 - 7~/)(72 - art) 
¢:::::> (:~(c~a - flo - 2# + },rl) + 2},(fl2 - at/)) 2 
< 4(fi2 - ~] ) (~2(0] . / -  >'8) q- ),0{(~8 - fit)" - ,~/./q- 3~?]) -4- ~,2(fl,~ _ 0~?~)) 
(g8  - -  riO" - -  A/. , -~ ~)?/)2 , (  4(fl2 - :~q) (ap - 76) .  
If (p, ~o) ¢ (o, o) we put: 81 = 09 '2 + 62,) 1/2, 62 = (821 + co'a) 1/2 and 
e; =87 ' (8 ,e ,+p 'e4)  i fp¢O(=e,  i fp=O) ,  
e' 2 = 62 ' ( -oo 'p '67 'e ,  + 8,e:,. + oJa,6/le4) 
if p :/: 0(= 62' (&e2 + ~,'e4) i f .  = 0), 
e i = 821 (&e3 + o;es - p'ea), 
e4 = 62' ( -p '<  - ~o'e2 + &e4), 
el5 = 821 (--~0'8,871e3 + 81es + 09'p'811e6) 
if p # o(= a;' (-~,'e3 + 6,es) if p = 0), 
, -I , 0),  e6 z (~1 (P e3 + 8.e6) if p ~ 0(= e 6 if p = 
! 
e7 z e7" 
We obtain the following table: 
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! ! I I / t 1 e] e 2 e 3 e a e s e 6 e v 
l / ! ! / 
1 1 e~ e~ e 3 e a e 5 e 6 e 7 
/ I ' - I  ' -e~ ' ' e 1 e 3 e 5 - -e  4 - -e  7 e 6 
I I / 1 ' -1  e] e 6 e 7 -e  4 -e  5 C 2 
e~ -1  e} -e~ e; -e4  
t t ' -1  e] e 2 e 3 e 4 
' -1  ' - -62e  ~ ' +62e ~ e s - -e  t e 2 
e~ -1  -e~ -62e~ 
4 -1  
Then A2 ~ E- l ,a2(~),  and is a d iv is ion a lgebra  if and on ly  if 162[ < 2. We have 
a~ = (O t2 -Jr-p/2 q_ 62. ~--- 0{2¢.O2([1~, _ 0{~)-1 (:;). _ 0{G) -1 q_ ,0{2p2(f l .~_ 0~/ ) - '  
× (]);. - ~) -~ + ~46'2(& - 0{~,)-~ ([1~ - 0{~)-~ (r~. - ~0.)-J- 
So 
6{ < 4 ¢=~ a2(f17 - 0{q)~o 2 + ~2(fl2 - 0{kL)p 2 + 0{4612 
< 4([1? - oq,)(fl2 - c~r/) (])2 - 0{a) 
(0{6 --  riO" - -  )42 -~ ]) , )2 _~_ (/~/~ __ 0{q)(.O2 _~_ (/~]) __ 0{//)t02 
< 4(fl2 - 0{q)(0./t - 76). 
As  A is a d iv is ion a lgebra  if and only if: [12 - ~q, [17 - ~/t, y2 - aa  are all posi t ive 
and A2 is a d iv is ion a lgebra,  the result is establ ished in this first s i tuat ion.  
(ii) I f  ~ = 0, we put  )/3 = z3, ~ = -y3  and obta in  the fo l lowing table: 
1 u yl zl y2 z2 ~ z' 3 
1 1 u Yl zl w z2 y' ~- 3 6 
u -1  zj -y~ Z2 -Y2 i~ -y '  3 
y, -1  ,, [1y; ~y; - ])4 -~  - ~,y~ ])z2 
Z1 --1 Ilyt3 -- ~.2~3 (~y; -- 0" 6 --flY2 -- (5Z2 Jr- P4  ~.Y2 q- GZ2 -- PYt 3
Y2 - 1 u [1Yl + rlzl - 2zl 
z2 -1  flYl -J- SZ1 -~ (Dr 3 --])Yl -- 0.ZI -- ~oy~ 
-1  u + pzl + e~z2 
-1 
Thus A is a div is ion a lgebra  if and only if fl,i > 0, fly > 0, pq - [16 > 0 and 
(-f l0.  - 2p + 7q) 2 + f12e92 + flyp2 < 4112(a# -- ])6) i.e. f12 > 0, [17 > 0, 72 > 0 
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and ( - [30 - 2p + 7q) 2 + [32o~ 2 + [3yp2 < 4132(a/J - 7'6) because ( - /30  + 2#+ 
~,q)2 _ 47,2( /~/ -  [36) = (-[3a -21 J  + ),q)2 _ 4132(a/J - 76) < 0 i.e. #q - [36 > 0. 
Case 2: a ,b ,c  > 0. We cons ider  the automorph ism g of  W such that  
M(g,  .~o) = diag{ 1, a -~/~, a -~/2, b - l / z ,  b - l / z ,  c - l /z, c U2}, and obta in  the fol low- 
ing table: 
1 u Yl zl )'2 z2 Y3 z3 
1 1 u yj zl )~ z2 y3 z3 
u -1 z~ -y~ z2 -y:, z3 -Y3 
Yl -1  U ~0Y3 + floz3 70Y3 + #oZ3 --~0Y2 -- YoZ2 --fioY2 -- ~llz2 
zl -1  )~oY3 + r/oZ3 aoY3 + 60z3 -)~oY2 - aoz2 + PoZ3 -qoY2 - boz2 - PoY3 
Y2 -1  u ctoyl + )~oZ~ floYl + qoZl 
z2 -1  70Yl + aozl + ~OoZ3 ttoyl + 60zl - ~o0)'3 
Y3 -1 u + poz~ + O)oz2 
z3 -1 
where c¢0 = d~, flo = d[3, 70 = dr, #0 = d#, 20 = d2, r/0 = dq, ao = da, &o = d6, 
¢Oo = b-1/Zc-log, po - -a - l /Zc - lP  with d = (abc) -1/2. These get us to the first 
s i tuat ion.  Thus  A(g) is a d iv is ion a lgebra  if and only if: [32 - a~/, [37 - :¢/~, 
3'2 - cca are all posit ive,  and c(:¢6 - [30 - ).# + ),~1)2 + a([32 - ar/)o) 2 + 
b([37 - ~p)p2 < 4c([32 - a~/)(#a - 7&). The proo f  is f inished tak ing  into account  
that  A is a div is ion a lgebra  if any only if A (g) is a d iv is ion a lgebra.  [] 
Coro l lary  5.4. Let  ~t, 6, )., I~ be real arbitrary parameters,  then the real algebra 
(E 1~,6(H)(;))) l~) is quadratic' and flexible. Moreover  it is a division algebra i f  
and only iJ'2,1t ¢ 1,0¢ > ½ and (2~ - 1)62 < 4. 
Proof.  The first s tatement  is establ ished in [7]. [] 
Lemma 5.5.  I f  v = ~ = 0 and 0 ¢ 0, then A is a division algebra i f  and only i f  
[37 - oqJ, [3;t - ~1, 72 - ota are all posit ive e(72 - ~¢Y)02 + b([32 - ~q)co 2 > botpeoO 
and be(aft - [3o- - 2/~ + 7q) 2 -[-ab([32 - 0~q)CD 2 ~- b2([3~ ' - 0qJ)p 2 q- ac(),2 - ~a)02 
< ab~po~O + 4bc([32 - ctq)(/~cr -- y6). 
Proof .  We suppose that  A is a d iv is ion a lgebra  and  shal l  d ist inguish the 
fo l lowing two cases: 
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Case 1: If ~ ¢: 0, we consider the algebra, A~ = A(~p) where ~p is the auto- 
morphism of W defined in Lemma 5.1 and we put COo = (092+02) I/2, 
u' = y,,  y'2 = e~Oo~(coy2 + Oy3), ~:-az2 ,  ~=-z , ,  z'2 = coo'( -Oy2 + coy~ ) 
(according to the notations 1.2). We obtain the following table: 
-~ ~oX + ~o:.~ ~oX + ,So~3 -~ - ,,o~ + ~.~'~.~ 




- I# l~ 
~#, + ~o~, - ~A 
-1 
where ao =-coolcob, flo = coo JeOc, ?o -  co~ leOb, I~o = ~Oo1~Oc, 2o =-coo lOa  ', 
qo = -Wo l E( coq ' + O p ), ao = -coo l ecoa ' and bo = coo t (0t/' - cop). 
Thus Aj is a division algebra if and only if: flo2o - aoqo, floTo - ~o1~o, 7o2o - ~oao 
are all positive, and I/~'l(ao~3o - floao - 2o~o + 7or/o) 2 + a(flo2o - ~ot/o)(ecoo)2+ 
1~](floTo- O~o/~o)(e6') 2 < 4t/~'l(flo2o- aot/o)(/Wo- 7060) i.e. A is a division alge- 
bra if and only if f l ? -  a/~,fl2- at/ ,72- aa are all positive c(72-  o~a)02+ 
b(f l2 - ~tl)co 2 > bap~oO and bc(ct~5 - f la - 212 + 7r/) 2 + ab(f l2 - ~tl)co 2 + b2(f17 - 
~/z)p 2 + ac(72 - ~a)O 2 < abapcoO + 4bc(f l2 - atl) ( tw  - 76). 
Case 2: If ~ = 0, the condition 7 ~ 0 is necessary for A being a division al- 
gebra. We consider then the automorphism ~o' of W whose matrix with respect 
of the basis .~0 is: 





- co? -  J 
1 -117 - j  
1 
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We obtain the multiplication table of  the algebra A(cp'): 
19 
1 zz u Y2 Yl Y3 ,73 2"1 
1 1 z2 u Y2 Yl Y3 z3 Z1 
z2 -1 by2 -bu -yy3 7Yl ~1zl -~51z3 
u -1 bz2 azl cz3 -cy3 - aooy-lzl -aT1 h- awT-lz3 
y2 -1 -3z3 2z1 3Yl + qlzl -2y3 - ~hz~ 
yl -1 -7z2-[~y2+ab- lOz~ au-ab- lOz3 
Y3 -1 cu + pzl 2y2 -- pz3 
z3 -1 61z2 -- ao97-~u + qlY2 
+ab- 10yl + PY3 
2"1 --1 
where 61 = 6 - o~/y -1 and/'/1 = ~ - -  (2/./ -i- f lO')y - I .  As A(~o') is a division alge- 
bra, we have 761 = 7~ - ap < 0, because the equality 
(XZe q-- u ) ( - - cy l  -+- xTz3) - -  (761x 2 -- foax  -- ac)z l  holds for each x E R and 61 ¢ 0. 
Then there exists eE{1, -1}  such that: [611=g61,17[=-e '7 .  We put 
Pl = ( azb-zO: + p2)l/z, ~ = p~l(ab-lOYl + PY3), ~ = gP?~(PYl - ab-~Oy3), 
= z'z~. If (09, ql) ¢ (0,0), we put again r/* = (a2092) ,-2 q- q~)lD, 
u'=rl*-l(rhu+a~ov-lyz), and~=q*- I ( -a~oUlu+rhy2) ,  we obtain the 
following table: 
V t "J ZI 1 z2 u' ~ Y'I .3 "3 
1 l z2 u' ~ y', A 4 z, 
u' -1 bz2 cqz~ + IJ,Zl ";,z~ + plz, -~ ,~ - ";,~ [31~ - ,uly~ 
Y'l -1 71z2 cqu' + 21~ /~1 u' + q2~ 
y~ -1 ~'lu' + ¢rtY2 + e' plzl tfiu' + 62y~ - t:' pLz3 
Z[ --1 
where 
~l = -rl*-J P~ 1 (ab-icO~l + a~p~°7-1), fll = q*-l Pl]g(aP~l -- a2b-lmT-J02), 
71 = q*-l pllg"(cPql --a2b-I°~? 10/~)'  ~[/1 = q*-l Pll(a2b-lOql + aegT'-l P2) ' 
I~1 : ?]* l Pll(a2b-lcm? -tO - PqJ]~), q2 = --rl*-l P{le'(a2m7-1p + ab-1~102) , 
al : -q*-l p{le'(ac~o7-1P + ab-1~1013), 62: ~l*-l p{l(-a3b-lo~7-10 + ~/lP)~). 
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Thus A(qQ is a division algebra if and only if: [6r[(~r62 - /~at  - ,t1#1 + V,q2) 2 
H-b(fll'~'--O:lq2)(~;tpl)2q-171(fll)'l--°q#1)(g'r/*) 2 < 416' l (# ,&  - = ,~) (o ,~,  - >,,6=) 
and f l ,21 - -a lq2 , f l l Y l - -~ Iq ,7~2~- -~a~ are all positive i.e. A is a division 
algebra if and only if bc( - f ia  - 2}02 + abfl2~o 2 + b2flTp 2 + ac7202 
< 4bc f i2 (#a-  ~6) and f12, fly, 72 are all positive. In particular this hold if 
r/* = 0. [3 
Theorem 5.6. Let  A be a real quadratic, f lexible division algebra oj" dimension 8. 
Then there is a basis 1, u;yl,zl;Y2,z2;Ys,z3 o f  A, parameters a ,b ,c  > 0 and 
thirteen other ~, fl, "/, p, 2, q, ~, 6, v, n, p, O, ~n Jbr which the multiplication table o f  
A is given by Table 1. Moreover an algebra whose muhiplieation is given by 
Table l is quadratic and flexible. It is a division algebra i f  and only i f  
fi2 - ~/, 72 - ~a are all positive, bc(ct6 - -  f l a  - -  .~  + 7;I)2+ ab(fi]t - ~r/)~) 2 
+ ac(~'2-cta)02+ (fit - ~#)(bp - eT[) 2 -}- b2(aq - 26)v 2 + bv(~6 - fla + 2# - 7q) 
(bp - c~) < aOco(:t(bp - cz 0 - b;tv) +4be(]~2 - ~r/)(Ma - V6) and one o f  the 
fol lowing cases hold: 
1. v=O=Oand [37-~#>O,  
2. v = O, 0 ¢ O, f17 - or# > 0 and e(72 - ~a)02+ b(fl2 - ~l)co 2 > ~oO(bp - czO, 
3. ~ ¢ 0, 0=0 and (#7 - ~#)(bp - ~)~+b~(~,  - ~6)v ~ + b~(~6 -#~+~# - ~,~) 
(bp -  cz 0 > O, 
4. ~o # o, e (~ - ~)0~+ b( (~ - ~.)~o~ > o,O(~(bp - c~) - b;.~) and (#~, - ~) 
(bp - c~)2+b2(~q - 26)v '+ bv(ct6 - fl~ + 2 6 - 7q)(bp - e~) > O. 
Proof. We have to establish only the last assertion. We distinguish the 
following two cases. 
Case 1: ~=0.  We can suppose v#0 and by putting p ' : (v  2+p2)w~, 
/, = p'-~(py~ - vz,) and f~ : p' ~(vy~ + pz~) we obtain the following table: 
1 u ~ 6 y2 z2 y3 z3 
1 l u ~ ~ )~ z2 y3 z3 
u -1 a~ -a/~ bzz -by2 ez3 -cy, 
y] -1 au oq~y~ + floZ3 7oY3 + ~zs  -~ l )~ - 7oz2 -#o.~ - I&lZ2 
fl --I ]tO)% + ~loZ3 O'0.1;3 q- ~0Z3 --,~4172 -- O-0Z2 -[- p'Z3 --qoY2 -- (J0Z2 -- p/y3 
~'2 - 1 bu + Oz3 ~o~ + L.6 #o~ + qo~ - Oz2 
)~ -1  cu + p% Jr ~oz2 
z3 -1  
where 
~o = p ' - '  (~p - ~) ,  #o = p ' - '  (#p - ~v),  ~o = p ' - '  (:,p - ~) ,  ~o = p'-~ (~p - 6v) ,  
),o = pr-1 (~v + ),p), r/o = p,-I ( f l v+ qp), o" o = p,-I  (~v + o-p), 60 = p,-I  (#v +6p) .  
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Thus A is a division algebra if and only if: flo2o - aoq0, f107o - ~o#o, 7020 - eoao 
are all ' "  2 . 2 positive, bc(2o6o - fl0~r0 - 20#0 + 70r/0) + ac(70,% - ~0o'0)0 + ab(floZo 
- -~or/o)(O2+ b2(floTo - ~o//o)p '2 <] abc~op'e)O + 4be(flo2o - C~o,lo) (laoOo - 7o6o), 
and one of the following situations hold: 
(1') 0=0,  
(2') 0 # 0, c(7020 - ~0¢r0)02 + b(/3020 - :¢0qo)~O 2 > b:~,p'ooO. 
This gives f12-~t / ,72 -e¢y  are all positive, bc(cc6-f la-21t +./~/)2 
+ ' - . l . )p :  + - + . i0p  + - . a)v 2) + + ae  
(72 - coo)02 < abOeo(:cp - 2v) + 4bc(fl2 - ~t/)(#cr - 7a) and one of the two last 
cases of  the theorem. 
Case 2: g arbitrary. We consider the automorphism h of W whose matrix 
with respect to the basis ,N0 is I -  ~b ~e~3. The multipl ication table of  the 
algebra A(h) is obtained from Table 1 by putting = = 0 and changing p by 
p - b ~c~. As A is a division algebra if and only irA(h) is a division algebra, the 
proof  is finished after taking account the first case. [] 
We state now the main result: 
Theorem 5.7. The real quadratic flexible div&ion algebras of dimension 8 are 
obtained from the Cayley-Dickson real algebra O = (W,( / ) ,A)  by vectorial 
isotopy, and are isomorphic to O(s), where s is any positive definite symmetric 
automorphism of the Euclidian space (W, - ( / ) ) .  Moreover, O(s') ~_ O(s) (s,s' 
being two positive definite symmetric automorphism of the Euclidian space 
( W, - (/)) if and only if there exists f E ~2 such that ~' = f - l~f  (i. e. s' and s are 
in the same orbit Jor the operation ~.~2 x E --+ E, ( f  ,g) ~_+ j.-l~,f of the group ~.~2 
on the set E ql'positive definite symmetric automorphisms of the Euclidean ,~pace 
(W, - ( / ) ) .  
Proof. Taking into account Proposit ion 3.10, Lemma 5.1, Lemma 5.3, Lemma 
5.5 and Theorem 5.6 we have shown that all of  the real quadratic flexible 
division algebras of  dimension 8 are obtained from the Cayley-Dickson real 
algebra © = (W,( / ) ,A)  by vectorial isotopy. I f  A = (W, ( / ) ,A )  is a real 
quadratic flexible division algebra of dimension 8, then there is an automorp-  
hism ~p of  W such that A = O(q 8. By the polar decomposit ion theorem, ~p can 
be decomposed as a product sr of a positive definite symmetric automorphism s 
of the Euclidian space (W, - ( / ) )  and an isometry r of  (W, - ( / ) ) .  Thus 
A = ©(~0) = ©(sr) = (©(s))(r):_~ O(s) (by 3.6.(1)). Let now s and s' be two 
positive definite symmetric automorphisms of the EEuclidian space (w, - ( / ) ) .  
Then O(s') _~ O(s) e=,  3q~ E ~7(~) such that s'q~s -~ E ~.42 (by Corrol lary 3.9 
(3)) ~=> 3f  E N2 such that s'-I(f/w)s E ff)7([~) ~ ~f  E (42 such that s '2 = 
( / . L ) ) s  ' ' , w = ((f]W)s(l/w))- *~ 3 f  E N2 such that s" = (J)~) s(J).w). [] 
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Coro l la ry  5.8. The finite-dimensional real quadratic flexible division algebras of  
dimension >1 2, are obtained from C, ~ and 0 by vectorial isotopy. 
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